Calculation of eigensensitivity is usually time-consuming for a large-scale structure. This paper develops a substructuring method for computing the first, second and high order eigensensitivity.
Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) systems identify potential structural damages by detecting the changes in structural parameters. The changes in structural parameters are usually identified by adjusting parameters of an a priori finite element (FE) model of a structure to reconcile its response with a set of measured modal data through an optimization process. To achieve this, the eigensolutions and eigensensitivity of the analytical model need to be calculated repeatedly [1, 2] .
The eigensensitivity provides an estimate of the changes in the eigensolutions caused by the perturbations of design parameters of structural model. In optimization process, the eigensensitivity serves for indicating the searching direction of an optimization algorithm, which endows the more sensitive parameter (with respect to the objective function) a higher priority [3] .
Eigensensitivity is most commonly calculated at the global structure level. Fox and Kapoor [4] firstly utilized the modal method to determine the first order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives by considering the changes of the physical parameters in the mass and stiffness matrices. The modal method requires the superposition of eigenmodes of the system to calculate the interested eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives [5, 6] . Nelson [7] proposed an exact method in calculating the eigenvector derivatives of one mode by using the modal parameters of that mode only. Nelson's method has been further improved in terms of computational efficiency [8] , and has also been generalized by taking into account the rigid body modes, and the close or repeated modes [9, 10] .
Another approach for eigensensitivity computation is based on an algebraic formulation [11, 12] . The derivatives of each eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector are computed simultaneously by solving an algebraic system of equations.
Other than the computation of first order eigensensitivity, the second order or high order eigensensitivity is required when there are large changes in design parameters or when the systems has closely spaced natural frequencies. Brandon [13] calculated the second order eigensensitivity using the modal method. Friswell [14] extended Nelson's method to calculate the second and higher order eigenvector derivatives, by repeatedly differentiating Nelson's eigenequation. Based on the algebraic approach, Choi et al. [15] computed the first, second and high order derivatives of eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with repeated eigenvalues. Guedria et al. [16] generalized
Nelson's method to calculate the high order derivatives of damped and asymmetric systems, and
Chouchane et al. [17] calculated the high order derivatives for damped and asymmetric systems using algebraic approach.
Nevertheless, a large-scale practical structure is usually represented by a complex model, involving a large number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) and undetermined structural parameters. In model updating or optimization process, structural parameters in the analytical model are iteratively modified to satisfy the objective functions in an optimal way. For a large-scale structure, it is computationally expensive to repeatedly extract the eigensensitivity from the large-size global system matrices.
Substructuring technology is preferable for the analysis of large complex structures [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Firstly, it is possible to analyze each substructure independently, or even concurrently with parallel computing. It is much easier and quicker to analyze the smaller substructures than a large global structure. While identical substructures exist, the computation load is reduced further by analyzing only one of the repeated substructures. Secondly, when local area of a structure is focused on, it is more efficient to adjusting one or more concerned substructures iteratively to reconcile the measured data. The substructuring methods allow the eigensolutions and eigensensitivity of the modified 6 substructures to be analyzed iteratively, whereas the unmodified substructures remain unchanged during the iterative model updating process. Thirdly, the number of parameters in each substructure is much smaller than that in the global structure. This improves the convergence of optimization process [23] [24] [25] [26] .
In general, substructuring methods include three steps: first, the global structure is separated into some manageable smaller substructures, each of which has far fewer DOFs and unknown parameters than the global structure; second, the substructures are analyzed independently to obtain designated solutions (for example, substructural eigenpairs and substructural derivative matrices); third, the solutions of the substructures are assembled to obtain the solutions of the global structure by imposing constraints on the interface of the adjacent substructures [26] .
Kron [27] initiated a substructuring method for calculating the eigensolutions of systems with a large number of variables in a piece-wise manner. Kron's substructuring method has a concise form, and it has been further developed by a number of researchers [25] [26] [28] [29] . This paper extends the substructuring method to derive the eigenpair sensitivities with respect to structural parameters, including the first, second and high order eigensensitivity. The global structure is divided into manageable substructures. The derivative matrices of a few substructural eigensolutions with respect to a design structural parameters are computed for independent substructures. Afterwards, the substructural eigensensitivity matrices are assembled to recover the eigensensitivity of the global structure. As the substructural eigensensitivity matrices are zeros for those substructures that do not include the design parameter, the eigensensitivity of global structure is determined from the substructural eigensensitivity of a concerned substructure which contains the design parameter. Since it is much easier and quicker to analyze a small substructure than the large global structure, the proposed substructuring method improves the computational efficiency significantly. The proposed substructuring method for eigensensitivity is applied to a three-span frame structure and a highway bridge to verify its efficiency and accuracy.
Substructuring method for eigensolution
In general, a global structure with N DOFs is divided into N S independent substructures. The jth ( j=1,
DOFs has the stiffness matrix
eigenpairs of the jth substructure are
The eigensolutions of the independent substructures are diagonally assembled into the primitive
Hereinafter, superscript 'p' denotes the primitive matrices, which directly encompass the variables of the independent substructures without imposing any constraints on them. The partitioned substructures are then reconnected by the virtual work principle and geometric compatibility, and the eigenequation of the assembled global structure is written as [28] .
where T p      Γ CΦ , τ represents the internal connecting forces between the adjacent substructures,  is the eigenvalue of the global structure, and z is regarded as the mode participation factor that indicates the contribution of the substructural eigenmodes to the eigenmodes of the global structure.
After solving the reduced eigenequation, the eigenvectors of the global structure Φ can be recovered by   p  Φ Φ z and by removing the identical elements of Φ at the interfaces. C is the connection matrix, which constraints the interface DOFs of adjacent substructures to move jointly [28] . Each row of matrix C contains two non-zero elements, which are 1 and -1 for a rigid connection. Kron's substructuring method considers the connection condition by the matrix C, and takes a concise form.
In Eq. (2), the primitive matrices for a large-scale structure. Here the complete modes of each substructure are partitioned into a 'master' part and a 'slave' part [26] . The first few lower eigenmodes in each substructure are retained as the master modes, and the residual higher eigenmodes are discarded as the slave modes which will be compensated for with the first order residual flexibility. For example, the eigenmodes of the jth substructure ( j=1, 2, …, N S ) are partitioned into m (j) master eigenpairs (represented by subscript 'm') and s (j) slave eigenpairs (represented by subscript 's') as
Assembling the master eigenpairs and the slave eigenpairs respectively, we have
Partitioning Eq. (3) according to the master and slave modes, it can be expanded to
The second line of Eq. (6) gives
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) leads to
In general, the lower eigenmodes of the global structure are usually required, and the required eigenvalues  is far less than the slave eigenvalues ( properly [26] . In consequence, Eq. (8) is approximated as
Representing τ with m z from the second line of Eq. (9) and substituting it into the first line of Eq. (9), the eigenequation is simplified to
where Ψ is regarded as the equivalent stiffness matrix and is given by
In Eq. (11),
is the first order residual flexibility, which is expressed by diagonally assembling the substructural stiffness matrices and master modes as follows.
It is noted that, if a substructure is free-free after partition, then the substructural stiffness matrix is singular, and the inverse of substructural stiffness matrix (in Eq. (12)) does not exist. In this case, rigid body modes are included in Eq. (12) to calculate the residual flexibility [30] . Detailed procedures for calculating the residual flexibility of free-free substructures can be found in the Appendix.
In Eq. (3)).
In the present substructuring method, only the master modes (some lower modes) of the substructures are employed to form the reduced eigenequation (Eq. (10)), whereas the slave modes (higher modes) are not calculated and are compensated with the first order residual flexibility. In Eq. [26] , and the error introduced by this approximation is
Therefore,
It means that, the relative error of this substructuring method depends on   The optimum number of substructures determined by an elegant mathematical sense will be studied in future work.
First order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives
The first order eigensensitivity of the ith mode ( i=1, 2, ..., N ) with respect to a design structural parameter will be derived in this section. The design parameter is chosen to be the elemental stiffness parameter, for example the bending rigidity of an element, and is denoted as variable r in the Rth substructure.
Eigenvalue derivative
For the ith mode, the eigenequation (Eq. (10)) can be rewritten as
Eq. (16) is differentiated with respect to the design parameter r as
Pre-multiplying by   T i z on both sides of Eq. (17) gives the first order derivative of eigenvalue i  with respect to design parameter r
where
The derivative matrices 
Treating the Rth substructure as an independent structure, substructural eigenvalue derivatives [4] or Nelson's method [7] . As the stiffness matrix of a free-free substructure is singular, the rigid body modes are employed to form the derivative of free-free substructural residual flexibility in the Appendix.
Eigenvector derivative
As the ith eigenvector of the global structure can be recovered by
the eigenvector derivative of the ith mode with respect to parameter r can be differentiated as
In Eq. (22), the eigenvector derivatives of the global structure can be regarded as the superposition of substructural eigenvectors 
where c i is a participation factor. Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (17) leads to
Given that
In consequence, the vector   i v can be solved from Eq. (25).
The solution of c i requires the orthogonal condition of eigenvector     1
Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (26), participation factor c i is thus obtained as
Given the vector   The eigenvector derivatives of the global structure is calculated by analyzing the Rth substructure and a reduced eigenequation. It is similar to the calculation of the eigenvalue derivatives. Using the proposed substructuring method, the calculation of first order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives of the global structure are equivalent to analyzing an independent substructure and a reduced eigenequation.
Second order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives
In this section, the second order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives are formulated using the substructuring method.
Eigenvalue derivative
Eq. (10) is differentiated with respect to two design parameters r j and r k as
Pre-multiplying by   T i z on both sides of Eq. (28) gives the second order eigenvalue derivative
In Eq. (29) 
and
Eqs. (30)- (32) show that, the derivative matrix If the design parameters r j and r k are located in the same substructure (for example, the Rth substructure), the second order derivatives of substructural eigenmodes are required for the Rth substructure solely, while those corresponding to the other substructures are zero, i.e.,
In case that r j and r k are located in different substructures, the second order derivative matrices 
Eigenvector derivative
Differentiating Eq. (21) with respect to the two parameters r j and r k , the second order eigenvector derivative of the ith mode is acquired as
r r r r r r r r r r
All items are available based on the previous analysis, except 
The double-differentiated eigenequation (Eq. (28)) is rewritten as
can be obtained directly using the interim results when calculating the eigenvalue derivatives. 
Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (37) gives
Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (40) leads to
The participation factor c i(j,k) is obtained as
Given {v i(j,k) } and c i(j,k) , the second order eigenvector derivative can be recovered from Eq. (35) and Eq. (36). The second order eigenvector derivative is obtained by analyzing the master modes of the Rth substructure and the reduced eigenequation (Eq. (28)).
High order derivatives
Due to the symmetric property and simple form of the reduced eigenequation (Eq. (10)), it is easy to derive the high order derivatives of the eigensolutions by directly re-differentiating the reduced eigenequation.
Eigenvalue derivative
Eq. (16) is differentiated with respect to k design parameters (r 1 ... r k ) as
r r r r r r r r r r r r r r
Premultiplying by   T i z on both sides of Eq. (43), the kth order eigenvalue derivative is obtained as
In Eq. (44), the kth order eigenvalue derivative comprises two parts: the kth order derivative 
Eigenvector derivative
Differentiating Eq. (21) with respect to k parameters ( r 1 , r 2 ,..., r k ), the kth order eigenvector derivative of the ith mode is acquired as
r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r
The item   
=165, n
=114, respectively.
The bending rigidity of one element is chosen as the design parameter, which is labeled Element 154 and denoted r 154 in Fig. 1(a) . Afterwards, the substructural eigensensitivity are assembled to form the eigensensitivity of the global structure according to the proposed substructuring approach.
To verify the accuracy of the proposed substructuring method in calculation of eigensensitivity, the traditional Nelson's method [7] is employed to calculate the eigensensitivity of the global structure directly, that is, without division into individual substructures. The results from the proposed substructuring method and the traditional global method are compared in Table 1 . It is seen that, the relative errors of all eigenvalue derivatives are less than 2%, which is accurate enough for most practical engineering applications.
Following Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) [31] , the similarity of the eigenvector derivatives obtained with the global method and the proposed substructuring method is denoted as the Correlation of Eigenvector Derivatives (COED), and is given by 2 COED , Table 1 , which indicates that the proposed method can achieve good accuracy of eigenvector derivative calculation.
Afterwards, the second order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives are calculated using substructuring method. The first 30 modes are retained in each substructure, to calculate the second order eigensensitivity for the first 10 modes of the global structure. The eigensensitivity with respect to the parameter pairs of (r 146 , r 146 ), (r 146 , r 148 ), and (r 146 , r 154 ) in Fig. 1(a) are calculated in Table 2 .
The second order eigensolution derivatives with respect to (r 146 , r 146 ) represent the case that the two design parameters are identical. The eigensolution derivatives with respect to (r 146 , r 148 ) gives the results with respect to two different parameters in the same substructure, while (r 146 , r 154 ) with the case that the two parameters are located in different substructures. When the parameter pairs of (r 146 , r 146 ) and (r 146 , r 148 ) are design parameters, the second order derivatives of substructural master modes of Substructure 1 are calculated to form the eigensensitivity of global structure, as the two design parameters are located in the same substructure. When the parameters (r 146 , r 154 ) are design parameters, the first order derivatives of substructural master modes of Substructure 1 and Substructure 2 are used to form the global eigensensitivity. The results from previous step in calculation of first order eigensensitivity can be re-used here directly.
As before, the second order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives of the first 10 modes are calculated using traditional global method for comparison [14] . The second order eigensensitivity from the substructuring method and the global method are compared in Table 2 . It is seen that, the relative differences of second order eigenvalue derivatives between the proposed substructuring method and the global method are less than 3%. Following the comparison of first order eigenvector derivative, the accuracy of the second order eigenvector derivative is denoted by COED as well, and is given by COED , Table 3 , which accuracy of the second order eigenvector derivatives are sufficient for practical application. The proposed substructuring method achieves good accuracy in calculation of first order and second order eigensensitivity.
Case study 2: practical bridge
To illustrate the computational efficiency of the proposed substructuring method in real structures, a practical bridge, the Balla Balla River Bridge in Western Australia is employed here [32] . An FE model based on design drawings was established. The FE model of this bridge has 907 elements, 947 nodes each has 6 DOFs, and 5420 DOFs in total, as shown in Fig. 2 .
In this example, the second order eigensensitivity of the global structure are calculated for comparison, whilst the calculation of first order eigensensitivity is not presented here for clearance.
The design parameters are chosen as the bending rigidity of slab elements denoted in Fig. 2 . The second order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives with respect to parameter pairs of (r 1 , r 1 ), (r 1 , r 2 ), (r 1 , r 3 ) are calculated using both the traditional global method and the proposed substructuring method for comparison. Table 3 .
Afterwards, the second order eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives of the first 20 modes are calculated using the traditional global method [14] . The results from the substructuring and the traditional global method are compared in Table 3 . Table 3 demonstrates that the relative differences in the second order eigenvalue derivatives are less than 3% for most modes. The accuracy of the second order eigenvector derivative is denoted by COED in terms of Eq. (52). Table 3 reports the COED values of most modes are above 0.98, indicating a good accuracy of the second order eigenvector derivatives.
The computational efficiency of the substructuring method is evaluated in terms of the computation time in calculating the second order eigensensitivity with respect to the bending rigidity parameters of slab elements located in the first substructure and the bending rigidity parameters of all slab elements. That is, the first elemental parameter r j is designated to the bending rigidity of the 24 slab elements in the first substructure, and the second elemental parameter r k is the bending rigidity of all 288 slab elements across the whole structure. Among the 288 parameters, 24 parameters are located in the first substructure, and the remainders are in the other substructures as listed in Table 4 .
The computation time consumed by the substructuring method and traditional global method are compared in Table 4 . Using the proposed substructuring method, only the substructures which contain the design parameters are analyzed to assemble the eigensensitivity of the global structure. This method is efficient in calculation of eigensensitivity of large-scale structure.
The more significant merit of the proposed method lies in the applications to model updating and damage identification. In general, model updating and damage identification need to re-calculate the eigensolutions and eigensensitivity of the entire structure when the parameters of some elements are changed. Using the substructuring method, only particular substructures need to be re-analyzed, while other substructures can be untouched.
Conclusions
This paper employs the substructuring method to derive the first, second and high order eigensensitivity with respect to structural parameters. The global structure is divided into manageable substructures. The derivative matrices of substructural master modes with respect to the design elemental parameters are computed for independent substructures. Afterwards, the substructural eigensensitivity matrices are assembled to recover the eigensensitivity of the global structure. As the substructural eigensensitivity are zeros for those substructures that do not include the design parameters, the eigensensitivity of global structure is determined from substructural eigensensitivity of particular substructures that contain the design parameters. As a result, the proposed substructuring method is efficient in calculating the eigensensitivity.
The first order eigensensitivity of the global structure is calculated from the first order derivative of master modes of one substructure which contain the design parameter. The second order eigensensitivity of the global structure is determined by the first order derivative of master modes of two substructures that contain the two design parameters, if the design parameters are located in different substructures. In the case that the two design parameters are in the same substructure, the second order eigensensitivity of the global structure is recovered from the derivatives of substructural master modes of one substructure solely. In general, the kth order eigensensitivity of the global structure is recovered from the kth order derivative matrices of one substructure if the k design parameters are located in one substructure. Otherwise, the substructural derivative of order (k-1) and lower, which can be used directly from the lower order eigensensitivity calculation, are assembled for the eigensensitivity of the global structure. The first, second and high order eigenvector derivative are formed by analyzing the substructural master eigenmodes and a reduced eigenequation.
The application of the proposed substructuring method to a three-span frame structure and a highway bridge demonstrate that the substructuring method can achieve high accuracy in calculation of eigensensitivity. The computation time in calculation of eigensensitivity is far less than that of the traditional global method. The substructuring method divides the global structure into manageable substructures, and calculates the eigensensitivity of global structure by the analysis of independent substructures. It allows an easier and quicker analysis of large-scale structures which is sometimes difficult or even limited to be processed on ordinary personal computation. In addition, the substructuring method is promising to be used in iterative model updating process. Since the partitioned substructures are independent, the substructuring method allows the eigensolutions and eigensensitivity of the modified substructures to be analyzed repeatedly, whereas the unmodified substructures remain unchanged during the iterative optimization process. 96  95  94  93  92  91  90  89  88  87  86  85   84  83  82  81  80  79  78  77  76  75  74  73   72  71  70  69  68  67  66  65  64  63  62  61   60  59  58  57  56  55  54  53  52  51  50  49   48  47  46  45  44  43  42  41  40  39  38  37   36  35  34  33  32  31  30  29  28  37  26  25   24  23  22  21  20  19  18  17  16  15  14  13   12  11  10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3 
